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Still at home with Papa: 
 

Bapu   The ever-popular Abraham Lincoln Bapumu, brother  
of the famous Moses Bapumu, Liberator of the  
People (whereabouts unknown): 

 

 
 

Mr. Chips  G. Manley Hopkins Chipping: 
 

 
 

Easy   Jesus E. Z. [for Emiliano Zapata] Guzman: 
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Hiram   Hiram Wannukka who used to have hemorrhoids 
but doesn't any more (half brother of Mary Alice  
Wannukka who thinks she's hot stuff and probably 
is and half brother of Heraldo Rivera Wannukka 
who was named after the news reporter before he 
hit the big time—Heraldo is the real brother of Mary 
Alice Wannukka). 

 

 
 
ADOPTED into other families: 
 

[Note: The identities and locations of adoptive families are sealed.] 
 

Ahhthuh  Ferde Grofé Schlosser now lives with Lynda H. 
 

Ben   Almustafa Ben Abou Adhem, May His Tribe  
Increase.  [Anonymous adoption] 

 

Brendy  Marcy (also called Brenda) Wannukka (no relation  
to Mary Alice Wannukka who thinks she's hot stuff  
and probably is or to Alan Winefarb who is going by  
another name for professional reasons) is also now  
living with Lynda H.  

 

Buster   Buster Wannukka (no relation to Mary Alice  
Wannukka who thinks she's hot stuff and probably  
is or to Haleakela Wannukka) now lives with Fita. 

 

Comrade Bosco   Boris Ivan Boskanovich has gone to live with  
Mrs. C., a retired school teacher and widow who  
used to live alone (until Bosco came into her life). 
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Goldie  S. G. B. Wannukka (no relation to any other 
Wannukkas). 

 

Grinnin' Gus Gustav Wannukka who changed his name from 
Alan Winefarb for professional reasons (no relation 
to Mary Alice Wannukka who thinks she's hot stuff  
and probably is) now lives with Sister Kay. 

 

Heraldo   Heraldo Rivera Wannukka who was named after the  
news reporter before he hit the big time (he is the 
real brother of Mary Alice Wannukka who thinks 
she's hot stuff and probably is and half brother to 
Hiram Wannukka who used to have hemorrhoids 
but doesn't any more).  

 

Mary Alice Wannukka (her very own self) who thinks she's hot stuff  
and probably is has gone to live with Teri, who  
promised to give her and her real brother a good  
home and keep them together until they grew up  
(which may take a very, very long time!) 
 

Mano  P. B. S. Baer [My "main man"] has also gone to live  
with Teri, Heraldo Rivera Wannukka, and Mary  
Alice Wannukka who thinks she's hot stuff and  
probably is. 

 

Naughty  N. T. Wannukka who lost her virginity very young  
but doesn't like to talk about it (first cousin to Mary  
Alice Wannukka who thinks she's hot stuff and  
probably is) has been happily adopted by Gayle. 

 

Shirley   Shirley I-don't-do-that-kind-of-stuff-anymore  
Wannukka (no relation to Mary Alice Wannukka  
who thinks she's hot stuff and probably is) has 
gone to live with Judy (who needed Shirley's love  
and support). 

 

The Twins  The Wannukka twins, Harry Alonzo Stagg ("Lon")  
Wannukka and Phoebe Augusta ("Gussie")  
Wannukka, now live with Kay; they're second  
cousins once removed to Mary Alice Wannukka  
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who thinks she's hot stuff and probably is. 
 
LOST but not forgotten: 
 

Hale Haleakela Wannukka, LBB [Little Brown Bear] , 
from Maui (no relation to Mary Alice Wannukka who 
thinks she's hot stuff and probably is). 

The End 

 
 


